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Lowaneu Allanque Lodge #41 
E-Board Minutes 
Date: November 19th, 2020  
Type of Meeting: Microsoft Teams Call 
Secretary:  Nicholas Shute 
 
Executive Board Positions: 
 
Lodge Chief- Daniel Stoner ( chief@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Vice-Chief of Committees - Nico Lamb ( vccom@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Vice-Chief of Chapters - Ryan Predki ( vcchapt@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Secretary - Nicholas Shute ( sec@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Treasurer - Collin Freese ( treas@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Quartermaster - Ethan Tidwell ( qm@oa41.org ) 
 
Call To Order- Daniel Stoner started the meeting around 7:32 p.m. and he led us with 
the O.A. Obligation, a Pledge of Allegiance was not held 
 
Agenda: Reports- 
 
Secretary's Report (Nicholas Shute) – The minutes for the last meeting on October 15th 
were given out via screen share by Mr. Nadeau and after several minutes of looking 
over by everyone in attendance at the meeting they were passed after a motion and a 
second, Nicholas also mentioned that if anyone has First Year Arrowman Awards they 
should send them to him as soon as they can 
 
Webmaster with (Mrs. Deb Brown) – Mrs. Brown had joined the Microsoft Teams meeting, 

but left and was unable to give a report, so for now there is no webmaster report 
 

Treasurer’s Report (Colin Freese) – Collin was having connection problems with joining 
the Microsoft Teams meeting so we did not get a Treasurer’s report, but it was 
mentioned that Mr. Tyler the Treasurer’s Advisor is stepping down from his position, so 
if anyone would like to fill that job in please contact the Lodge Advisor Mr. Stoner 
 
Quartermaster’s Report (Ethan Tidwell) – Ethan said that the limited edition 25th 
anniversary patches have been ordered and Ethan emailed Sean something to screen 
share and it was a picture of the completed patches with a red border as it has been 
switched from silver which we saw last month to red which we are seeing now, email 
Ethan any questions anyone has about patches, Mr. Stoner said he likes the red as it 
makes the patches pop more 
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Chapter Reports (Ryan Predki)—Ryan said that elections were just sorted out before 
this Executive Board Meeting, so make sure that if you are interested in helping out with 
elections to contact your Chapter Chief as they know what needs to be done 
 
Chippewa - The Report for the Chippewa Chapter is since the last Executive board 
meeting Chippewa has had two meetings one of them being on October 22nd where 
they discussed ideas for the Chapter to have activities for the next upcoming year and 
they met on November 12th and played a Jeopardy game and had a discussion about 
the upcoming elections and how they would handle them, their next meeting will be on 
December 2nd and they are thinking about holding a tournament for a game called 
Honest 
 
Ottawa - The report for the Ottawa Chapter is they met on November 4th at the Baker 
Community Center in St. Charles and had 5 youth and 4 adults attend and they talked 
about elections, communications, ceremonies, and Chapter activities, their next meeting 
is Wednesday December 2nd and they discussed planning that to be a bowling meeting 
possibly 
 
Potawatomi  - The report for the Potawatomi Chapter is they had a meeting on 
Thursday, November 12th and they had 8 youth and 12 adults attend and at that 
meeting they talked about future Chapter events, both elections and ceremonies teams, 
Lodge Leadership Development, and they talked about the upcoming Winter Banquet in 
January 
 
 
 
 
Committee Reports  (Nico Lamb)–  Nico said that he is going to be a little slow tonight 
as he just woke up from a five hour nap, Mr. Stoner said that five hours is not a nap 
 
American Indian Activates - The report for A.I.A. is Matt Bazan said they currently are 
getting together ceremonies teams over the winter, he said he knows that some 
Chapter Chiefs are already putting together teams, he is going to try to make some 
practice days which may be virtual, they will review scripts and then go over regalia 
such as what to wear and how, they are also getting ready for the upcoming Spring 
Fellowship 
 
Activities - The report for the Activities committee is L.L.D. over the last weekend had a 
lot activities, so a big thanks to Jordan Landtiser who threw a bunch of those together, 
and we were even happy to see some faces from the section, that is all they really had 
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Brotherhood -  The report for the Brotherhood committee is Jacob Wilson said that they 
are making sure that they are read for the next upcoming Brotherhood Bash and he said 
 
that he will talk with Nico and Daniel about the timing of the next one as that will need to 
be figured out soon 
 
Communications - The report for the Communications committee is Gavin Smith 
needed a minute to get prepared, when he was ready he said that communications has 
been doing a lot of behind the scene work, he mentioned that he is working on dues 
notices, and he said that anyone who wants to join the communications committee can 
just reach out to them using his email which he put into the chat 
 
Elangomats - The report for the Elangomat committee is Lucas Wilson mentioned that 
he is working on getting elangomats for both the upcoming Spring Fellowship and the 
Brotherhood Bash, if anyone was interested he put his phone number and email into the 
chat, he said it is a possible requirement for First Year Arrowman Awards so you could 
do it for that, and he says that he knows a lot of people who have done it and have had 
a lot of fun, so he is suggesting to do it 
 
Grounds - The report for the Grounds committee is Eric Moskal was not at tonight’s 
meeting, but he had told Nico prior to the meeting that there was nothing to report 
 
Inductions - The report for the Inductions committee is Nico accidentally skipped 
Inductions and went right to Service, so he went back to Austin who said that Inductions 
had put on a conversion training for L.L.D. that had new information on conversions in it 
and he said they are working on a brand new inductions portal and along with a way to 
elect new candidates and Brotherhood members, and helping with the next step in the 
Induction process, Nico apologized for missing them 
 
Service  - The report for the Service committee is there was no one from service at the 
meeting. Therefore, until we can speak with them there is no report again as this is the 
3rd month in a row they have not come to the Executive Board Meeting 
 
Vigil  - The report for the Vigil committee is they currently do not have anything to report 
as nothing has been going on 
 
-Nico said that is all for committees unless any new ones are being made, also for 
communicating with one another make sure it is not one on one contact as we must 
have two-deep leadership, so if you need to contact someone reach out to both an 
advisor and a committee chairman 
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New Business- 
 
Winter Banquet- for Winter Banquet Jordan, Ryan, and Daniel are chairman, Daniel did 
not have much to say, but Ryan had a lot saying they are currently looking to make it  
virtual, they are talking to guys from Wag-O-Shag Lodge about a battle between the 
lodges, and they are looking for other competitions as well, they have activities 
scheduled from 3:30 to 8:30 with different options for people involved, it will be on 
January 9th and they may have this virtual event that night and a actual dinner event 
later in the year, they are still hoping to present some awards that night, but it is going to 
be a more fun night where they also hope to hold a O.A. Open House to get people 
interested in the Order of the Arrow, they will also have a part of the night devoted to 
helping Ordeal candidates who have not yet done their Ordeal due to COVId-19 to try to 
entice them to do there Ordeal when we offer it as an option later in the year, also the 
Wag-O-Shag Lodge battle will have prizes, it was then mentioned by Mr. Stoner that 
they still need an advisor for the Winter Banquet Committee and Ryan Predki said that 
Mr. Predki offered be the adult advisor for the Committee, so now he is the advisor  
 
Postcard Dues Notice-Collin is not here tonight so we will need to get back to him, he 
was hopefully going to show us the proposed design and possibly the cost of the cards, 
he said to Mr. Stoner that he hoped the printing would be free, but he would still need to 
send about 1500 postcards including anyone who paid dues all the way back to 2018, it 
was then mentioned that we lost half of up our members from 2018 to 2019, so 
someone proposed we do a dues letter instead of just a postcard so that members 
could update missing information we have by sending a response back, and Mr. 
Johnson then said that we used to do letters and stopped a few years ago to do post 
cards and he thought that we eventually were going to move back into the letters, he 
said we may want to do this for better communication, then Gavin Smith mentioned that 
the other thing we should consider is how far back we want to send these letters 
because whether it is seven years ago or even ten years ago we may want to just send 
it out to everyone so they all get the information to join back, but then it was said that 
the further back that you go the more you get to people who dropped out of both Boy 
Scouts and the Order of the Arrow and Mr. Pettey mentioned how we have 11,000 
names in LodgeMaster and that there is a certain point of diminishing returns the farther 
back we go, it was then said that we will see what Collin thinks when he comes to the 
meeting, but we do not want to dismiss the idea between either having postcards or 
informational cards, so we will put it up to vote once Collin has give his opinions, and we 
could possibly even choose to do both 
 
Vigil Holiday Party- The Vigil Holiday Party has unfortunately been canceled this year, 
Daniel said he has never participated, but people in his house have before and he was 
told it was fun, apparently no one had any thoughts or concerns about this, just tears of 
sadness 
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December Executive Board Meeting- The question was whether or not we would be 
holding one as in the past it has been canceled for being so close to the Holiday season 
along with being on the same week as everyone’s finals, Jordan Landtiser and Ryan 
Dodd said they are fine with it as they think we should do it because we are not doing  
as much since we are not meeting in person, Ryan Dodd said it would be best if we held 
some kind of meeting, Robbie said that this year is not as bad as other years that were 
canceled due to people being vacation as not as many people are vacationing this year 
due to COVID-19, so Daniel said that we would then be holding the meeting on 
December 17th 
 
Lodge Powwow- to start off they are looking for a committee chairman to put it together 
and Nico put his email in the chat to discuss with people if they would like to do it, it was 
asked if it was something that the Lodge would like to do and if anyone was interested 
in doing it, the lodge apparently has canceled it before in the past, Ryan Predki was 
asked if he would like to chair it and he said he would like to have the event, but did not 
want to chair it as running three events in a row is a bit too much, they asked Matt for 
comments on the Powwow and he said personally he would love to do it, but as soon as 
we plan stuff it would be cancelled, so we can’t just get drum teams and then cancel on 
them as they would dislike it, so unless COVID disappears completely into thin air then 
he does not think we should have it, Mr. Stoner said we could get a framework of what 
we want to have and he asked how much leeway time we would need as starting 
January it would be three months away, Mr. Johnson then said that in the last planning 
stages were 9 months to a year long as they needed a lot of time to plan as the people 
that did the ceremonies cam from far away and we would just set them to come the 
same time every year, so the more time the better, Matt said he does not want to 
schedule it and then be ready to go and then shut it down, Mr. Stiner said he is happy to 
hear the Lodge is interested, but it just may not be feasible this year, Jordan said we 
could delay it to late 2021 and Mr. Stoner said that we unfortunately cannot delay 
everything until late 2021, it was then mentioned that Powwow is not something you can 
make virtual and we would be just better off canceling it if it is virtual because it cannot 
be done in that format, so the consensus they had made was to start looking into it, but 
not putting anything into stone, Nico said that he would reach out to Matt to discuss any 
of his last thoughts on the Powwow if he had anything more to say 
 
Lodge Lock-In- in the past we talked about not doing one as a Lodge this year and 
rather talked of Chapters wanting to do their own Lock-In, although with the changed 
COVID-19 guidelines again though the Lock-In(s) may be in the same boat as the 
Powwow, Mr. Stoner just wanted to hear that the Chapters were okay with holding it on 
their own, Chippewa said that they have set one in May and that chapters in the past 
have done their own Lock-Ins separate from the Lodge anyways, they were just 
wondering can the chapters get any sort of income or money from the Lodge financially 
for the lock-in if it is only chapters doing it, Jordan mentioned that the six figures in cash 
the Lodge Treasury has should help, they would get money from people to attend their 
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events, but they will need money as a down payment, so it was said they could bring 
their expenses to the Executive Board at these meetings to see that they get the money 
they need, it was then said that for a Chapter campout or Lock-In a registration and 
money will be needed in advance, then someone mentioned that our council camping 
will not have a charge next year so there will be no camping fees at CFL or Camp Big 
Timber so costs may not be a problem, for Potawatomi Austin said that they held their 
own Lock-In and Brotherhood ceremony and they can do it again, then it was said that 
the Lodge has never actually funded a Lock-In as people’s registration fees weee 
always more than what we paid so we always raised money, so it was said you should 
have a head count before you hold a Lock-In if you do hold one, then it was asked if we 
could have a Lock-In Brotherhood conversion, we should speak to Jacob Wilson about 
this, but the idea is for the Brotherhood Bash to provide that excellence in program, so 
we are unsure if that excellence could be provided at a Lock-In, Ryan then said that 
COVID-19 is still a problem, so we should plan smaller events rather than ones that are 
larger, Nico said that Chapters could do a better job with this event as the Lodge may 
have to shut it down to COVID-19 anyway as it would produce larger numbers, Robbie 
then said during COVID we are unsure what registration we will get for the Lodge 
anyways so it may be better in Chapters 
 
Winter Council of Chiefs- this will definitely be a virtual event that is run Friday through 
Saturday on what they originally thought was February 5th-6th, but the actual event is 
from January 24th-January 25th and will be about two hours long and they will finalize a 
lot of conclave stuff, so it will be shorter than Fall Council of Chiefs (F.C.O.C.) and there 
will be more information to come on this event in the coming weeks, it will not be in 
February and registration is not open yet as they are still deciding what is happening 
with the event 
 
New Lodge Events- if you have any ideas for a possible new lodge event or an idea 
please bring it up to Daniel by sending it to Nico so that the Executive Board can go 
over it, new thoughts are amazing so please send them in if you have them 
 
First Year Arrowman Award-to start off Daniel went over some of the needed 
requirements, but afterwards he said that people said they needed extra time, so we are 
extending it by an extra year as the award itself is controlled by the Lodge and not 
dictated by National, so if we want to extend it another year we can do so, just for 
clarification it was asked if we are extending all the requirements a year, and the answer 
was yes we are extending everything involved with the award as in all requirements, the 
inductions committee is usually given this, Ryan Predki actually had a question on the 
First Year Arrowman Award and other awards for Winter banquet and it was is there a 
list of each type of award given out as well as how long each will be to speak about and 
what will be included, it was said that the presentation could fall to Inductions, Roger 
Johnson then said that there is the Founders Award and a Legacy type award, Mr. 
Johnson also asked how a person was actually going to get their award, and it was said  
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that the Winter Banquet will probably be virtual and they could pick the award up at the 
Scout Shop or we could have a couple people go to the award recipients houses and 
present them with the award prior to the Banquet and show the recorded video at their 
house at the Banquet, so we should see what each award is looking to do, then it was 
said that we will have some kind of visual awards including the Founders Award, 
Arrowman of the Year, the Legacy type award, and a couple others, so we will need to 
know how exactly the key three are recognized and what the game plan is and then we 
can see how long it will take, they then mentioned that this has strayed away from the 
First Year Arrowman Award so we should move on 
 
ACT (Adapt, Collaborate, Thrive) Conference- Robbie talked about this saying that 
registration is closing tomorrow, you will get a specialty ACT patch that is nice and you 
will be mailed a packet s well, it is a National training put on by our Section and will be 
put on virtually on December 5th, it is mostly aimed at LEC members like Daniel, Nico, 
and Ryan, but if you want to go you should go register and you could find it on the 
section Instagram or at the website which Robbie put into the link 
 
Other-There was no other new business that was mentioned at this time, so there was 
nothing else to discuss. 
 
 
 
 
Old Business- 
 
Popcorn Super Saturday- Daniel started by saying that it was pretty fun although there 
was not many cars, Daniel said he did only about five cars himself, he said that Ryan 
Predki may have had a different experience, no one seemed to like the Blazing Hot 
popcorn, Ryan Predki said he that he did not like it as it as he does not usually like hot 
food,  tu he still has the bag and it is okay in small amounts so he has been eating it like 
that, so it is Ryan approved, and finally Mr. Stoner said he was delighted to see how 
many of the volunteers were in the Order of the Arrow 
 
Lodge Leadership Development (L.L.D.)- Ryan Dodd said that it was very similar to 
NYLT and something should have made it a bit more O.A. centric, but other than that it 
was fine, someone responded that trainers could not change much or come up with 
different things as it was changed to virtual a few weeks before and in-person may have 
been different, another person said everyone was satisfied with the event and it can be 
passed on to Lodge Leadership of the future to help them, and the most beneficial 
discussion was communications which Ryan and Jordan talked about, and most people 
were interactive with the Pear Deck and there were no issues other than Ryan saying it 
was like NYLT, Ryan Predki added that there were a lot of forks in the road of planning 
as they started at Camp Big Timber with 50 people, then were limited to 25 people, then 
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they were limited to only trainers, then they were moved with only trainers to the Norris 
Scout Center, and then it was moved to be all virtual, so thanks to all the trainers and 
the people in the original committee, and hopefully everyone took in the information and 
it went well, they are currently moving forward with planning for the future and patches 
are getting mailed out along with the fact that Jordan has certificates that could be given 
out at the St. Charles Scout Shop as well, it was then said that the patches will be 
available at the Norris Scout Center only after Thanksgiving, it was said that Jordan can 
give the certificates to the Scout Shop for them to hand out, it was also mentioned that 
for the Brotherhood Bash we did collect money for food and we need to know what to 
do with it, so we need Jacob Wilson to contact people to see if they want to let us keep 
it for the next event they go to or if they want a refund, Jacob then asked if we could 
apply this money to dues and it was said that yes this or annual dues would be fine, it 
was then questioned how this was done as people can only pay the full amount online 
and Mr. Johnson said that if we want we could have them mail in a check and have the 
money taken off manually if they already paid 
 
Terror in the Timber’s- apparently there are not a lot of people who went as we had 
few volunteers from the Lodge, they had about 7200 cars that came through for the 
event and they did not have as many Lodge people due to its change in structure we 
think, every year before this it was a walk or hike through the forest and it was only four 
nights long and before it is was per person pricing and now it was per car pricing, and 
there was not a single car with one person Mr. Nadeau said, Mr. Burnham said it was a 
joint project between the production company and the council this year and it ran for 4 
weeks or 12 days in total, Mr. Nadeau then said they are doing something for Christmas 
as council asked for some people to help set up lights before thanksgiving and said it 
was kind of a similar event to Terror in the Timber’s but with Christmas lights and a 
display and they are looking for volunteers, Mr. Johnson said he knew one guy who 
came everyday from 6 p.m. to 12 a.m. for Terror in the Timber’s and he knows they will 
need more people, he also said there is a want for people to be working two to a shift or 
two to three hours each rather than a whole shift, he said that getting out 
announcements about it would make the event a whole lot easier, Mr. Nadeau said that 
he would be meeting tomorrow morning and would update the Key Six on what 
information he gets 
 
Momentum: Spark-Robbie said that this was a national initiative to get people through 
their Ordeal process, and they had a total of 800 new Arrowman in the nation, Robbie 
said that Section c-7 had about 50 Ordeal members, he said that Lowaneu Allanque 
Lodge had zero sadly, he said about 3000 people attended including youth staff, adults, 
and candidates, and he wanted to thank the 11 members of the Lowaneu Allanque 
Lodge who signed up for a premium membership, Ryan Dodd dropped in and out 
through the event, Jordan said he saw parts of it but was busy that day and also 
dropped in and out, they both said it was sad we could not get any Ordeal candidates 
through their Ordeal, Jordan said he thought it was a general success, Ryan said it was  
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a good event and we should attend the next one as it was a great time, the next  
Momentum event will be in May 2021 which is way down the line from now, and part of 
our problem is not having enough time for planning so we should promote this event for 
the Lodge sooner this year 
 
Other-There was no other old business that was mentioned at this time, so there was 
nothing else to discuss. 
 
 
 
Key 3 Minutes 
 
Lodge Staff Advisor (Mr. Sean Nadeau) – in Mr. Nadeau’s minute he thanked everyone 
for coming this evening and said we live in an interesting time and the biggest thing he 
thinks about is being thankful and looking up its definition although dictionary apps have 
gratitude and thankful in loops for synonyms, but it is the appreciation of something you 
have or something that has been given, to us it may seem the whole year has been 
taken away from us, but as we have seen L.L.D. the other week worked, but this year 
hpit hasn’t seemed that month after month, week after week, and day after day we have 
less and less to be thankful and grateful for , we though are a Great Honor Order and 
we are in the greatest youth organization our world has seen as no other program 
prepares youth for the future better than the BSA, basic things we can do in life are we 
are able to hear, see, touch, taste, smell things like cookies, and drink Mountain Dew 
which Mr. Nadeau loves and although he is disappointed when he finishes the bottle he 
knows another one is around, so take it from him that despite the challenges in the next 
year, month, and weeks know it is not least not 2020 anymore, and that we overcame 
that year and we now have new opportunities, and we can make new experiences with 
each other and to be with one another, so let us go and find the Arrow so strive for 
greatness each and every day 
 
Lodge Advisor (Mr. David Stoner) –  in Mr. Stoner’s minute he said we should follow 
what Sean said and that he is truly grateful toward the great group of scouts he has as 
his Chief and Chairman as he knows that they come to meetings and there is a lot going 
on with them behind the scenes, he also mentioned how L.L.D. had a lot of changes, 
but it came together and a great event was put on and he was grateful for all the people 
that were putting it together, he also said some people came early to see our meeting 
about the election process and how we are trying to count everyone, and it is great that 
we have a good Brotherhood coming together for a common goal 
 
Lodge Chief (Daniel Stoner) –  in Daniel’s minute he said that he wants to go first next 
time as he wants to be the one to say something impactful and he controls the agenda 
Mr. Stoner said so he could do that, but Daniel said thanks for coming even while at 
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home, thanks to Ryan and Jordan for making a great L.L.D., and he does not want a 
long speech, so we can go into our song 
 
Meeting Adjournment- Daniel moved us into our O.A. official song and everyone said 
goodnight with the meeting ending around 9:01 p.m. 

 


